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Microsoft Windows XP Professional Resource Kit, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2003
Install, configure, and support the Windows XP Professional operating system  with expertise from the Microsoft Windows team. This official Resource Kit packs  more than 1600 pages of in-depth technical information, including two new  chapters from the Microsoft Windows Security Resource Kit; a bonus eBook,  Automating and...
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PC Disaster and RecoverySybex, 2003
Has disaster struck? If you’re reading this, something very bad may have  already happened to your PC. Or maybe you’re wisely looking ahead to any of  several what-if scenarios. Either way, PC Disaster and Recovery is the  book you need to recover from today’s disaster and not lose sleep over the ones  that lie around...
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CompTIA A+ Certification All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007


    The A+ Certified Professional certification is a well-recognized certification and will serve as a basic foundation for a number of other certifications that you may eventually pursue. The certification exam tests your knowledge of both hardware and software used in today’s computer world and the certification is one of...
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Concurrent and Real-Time Programming in AdaCambridge University Press, 2007
Ada is the only ISO-standard, object-oriented, concurrent, real-time programming language. It is intended for use in large, long-lived applications where reliability and efficiency are essential, particularly real-time and embedded systems. In this book, Alan Burns and Andy Wellings give a thorough, self-contained account of how the Ada tasking...
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Practical Ruby GemsApress, 2007
Practical Ruby Gems is a comprehensive guide to utilizing and creating Ruby Gems--ready-made Ruby code modules that can be easily added to Ruby and Rails projects. This book is ideal for Ruby programmers as well as web developers who use Rails and wish to extend the functionality of their projects.

You'll get a prime selection of 34 of...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-623): Supporting and Troubleshooting Applications on a Windows Vista® Client for Consumer Support TechniciansMicrosoft Press, 2007
This training kit is designed for Consumer Support Technicians (CSTs) who support Windows Vista users in home and small business environments. It also covers all of the required objectives for Exam 70-623, Pro: Microsoft Desktop Support – CONSUMER. Candidates who pass this exam receive the Microsoft Certified IT Professional: Consumer Support...
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A+ Complete Study GuideSybex, 2001
Here’s the book you need to prepare for the latest versions of CompTIA’s A+ Exams. This Deluxe Edition of Sybex’s Best Selling A+ Study Guide provides:
	Full coverage of every exam objective    
	Practical information on network hardware    
	Hundreds of...
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Advanced PIC Microcontroller Projects in C: From USB to RTOS with the PIC 18F SeriesNewnes, 2008
This book is ideal for the engineer, technician, hobbyist and student who have knowledge of the basic principles of PIC microcontrollers and want to develop more advanced applications using the 18F series.

The architecture of the PIC 18FXXX series as well as typical oscillator, reset, memory, and input-output circuits is completely...
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Wireless SecurityMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Get full details on major mobile/wireless clients and operating systems-including Windows CE, Palm OS, UNIX, and Windows. You'll learn how to design and implement a solid security system to protect your wireless network and keep hackers out. Endorsed by RSA Security - the most trusted name in e-security - this is your one-stop guide to wireless...
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MAC OS X UNIX Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for the Mac OS XJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Explore a ton of powerful Mac OS X UNIX commands


	This handy, compact guide teaches you to use Mac OS X UNIX systems as the experts do: from the command line. Try out more than 1,000 commands to find and get software, monitor system health and security, and access network resources. Apply the skills you learn from this book to...
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The Encyclopedia of Demons and DemonologyFacts on File, 2009
The conflict between good and evil can be found in every culture, mythical tradition, and religion throughout history. In many cases, the source of evil has been personified as demons or devils, and in many belief systems, both are considered to be real entities operating outside the boundaries of the physical world to torment people or lead...
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Next Generation Transport Networks: Data, Management, and Control PlanesSpringer, 2005

	Covering past, present and future transport networks using three layered planes written by experts in the field.


	Targeted at both practitioners and academics as a single source to get an understanding of how transport networks are built and operated


	Explains technologies enabling the next generation transport...
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